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Abstract
Pareeksha Bhavan - Conduct of Examinations - Enhancement of rate of remuneration for revaluation of answer scripts
in the wake of new policy of conducting RV camps in the University - Addendum to U O No:550/2019/PB dt.31/05/2019 -
Ratified by the Syndicate- implemented-orders issued.

EXAM-ACCOUNTS

Read:-1. U.O.No.550/2019/PB dated 31/05/2019
2. U.O No.717/2020/PB dated 23/07/2020
3. Extract of the confirmed item No.2020.874 of the minutes of the Syndicate held on
27/10/2020

ORDER

As per paper read as 1st above, the enhancement of the rate of remuneration for
Revaluation of answerscripts, as shown below, was implemented in the University, in the
wake of the new policy of conducting revaluation camps in the University.
    1. For answerscripts upto 5 numbers   -₹ 250/-
    2. For answerscripts morethan 5 upto 10 numbers  -₹ 500/-
    3. For every additional answerscript thereafter  - ₹ 25/- each
As the existing practice of considering each question paper code separately for making the
payment and making the payment irrespective of camp/home valuation were not mentioned
in the above U O, RV monitoring Cell  reported practical difficulty in the payment of
remuneration to RV examiners .
Considering the urgency of the matter, the Vice Chancellor on 17/07/2020 accorded
sanction to issue an addendum to the UO.No.550/2019.PB dt 31/05/2019, by incoporating
the  relevant points, subject to ratification by the Syndicate. 
Vide paper read as 2nd above,  an Addendum to the UO read as 1 above,incoporating the

following relevant points, was issued subject to ratification of the Syndicate:                                           
                        

    1. For answerscripts of a particular question paper code of a semester, upto 5 numbers -
 ₹ 250/-
    2. For answerscripts of a particular question paper code of a semester, more than 5 and
upto 10 numbers - ₹ 500/-
   3. As per the U O read 1st above, each examiner is eligible for payment as above, if the
same question paper code is revalued by different  examiners
    4. These rates will be applicable to all the RV answerscripts revalued through the RV
Monitoring Section irrespective of camp/home valuation. 
As per the paper read 3rd above, the orders of the Vice Chancellor to issue an Addendum
to UO.No.550/2019.PB dt 31/05/2019, by incoporating the  relevant points, as stated
above, has been ratified by the Syndicate.
Sanction has been accorded by the Vice Chancellor on 07.12.2020 to implement the
aforsaid resolution ,item No.2020.874 of the minutes of the Syndicate held on 27/10/2020 .
Therefore, the modified U O referred 2nd above is made absolute. 
Orders are issued accordingly.
 



Devasia K.M

Deputy Registrar 

 Forwarded / By Order 

Section Officer 

To
The Finance Officer
Copy to:- PS to VC / PA to PVC/ PA to Registrar/ PA to FO /
PA to CE / All JCEs /DR/AR (RV)/ DR Pld/Pld - A Section / 
DR -I& II (Finance) /Fin. Budget / AR-V (EAC) / 
AR (RV Monitoring)/ KSAD / SF / DF / FC.


